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Budgetcuts hurtlabor education bureau
by Mary Quinn
Staff Writer
Due to the cutbacks of the Reagan administrations
1982-1983 budget, the Bureau of Labor Education is
experiencing limitations of its programs and
employee's opportunities, John Hanson, Director of
the Bureau of Labor Education, said.
On January 31 of this year, four professional
employees were laid off. Funding for next year from
the federal government's budget totals $30,000. That
is $106,000 less than this year.
The bureau is part of the university's Research and
Public Service department. It developed as a result of
an appropriations bill in the legislature in 1966. The
bureau's responsibility is basically to educate
Maine workers with various programs, Hanson said.
Under the Carter administration last year, the
Bureau received $136,000.
This amount was

the daily
vol.90 no.61

appropriated for the Occupational Safety and Health
New Directions program, designed to educate Maine
workers, assistant director Bill Murphy said.
Murphy, assistant director, said.
"About one out of every nine or 10 workers is
injured each year in Maine," Murphy said.
'The project was originally planned to run for a five
year period, funded year to year. It is entering it's
third year and is receiving $30,000 as a result of
President Reagan's cutbacks. It is being kept alive by
the bureau's remaining employees and work-study
students, Murphy said.
"We were really geared up about the project.
Things were going along well, but we can't function
like this," Murphy said.
The bureau had planned on receiving $150,000
when the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration submitted a request.
"We are not anticipating anymore cutbacks. We

are now looking into forms of alternative funding,"
Hanson said.
'They have received a small grant from the State
Department of Human Services for $25,000 to warn
workers of alcohol and substance abuse hazards.
Since the bureau is part of the university's budget, its
salaries are paid through the collective bargaining
agreement. Therefore, these grants are not for
salaries.
The four professional employees who were laid off
were paid through the $136,000 appropriated by
Carter. Since they received only $30,000 for the next
fiscal year, there was no money to pay their salary.
This type of employee is referred to as "soft money
people," meaning that their salaries are determined
by the funding received for a project.
There are four professional employees, two
supports (secretaries) and work-study students
working at the bureau.
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Conflicts cause
resignation
by Mary Ellen Matas a
Staff Writer
Former
Physical
Plant
Director Alan Lewis said both he
and
his
supervisor,
Vice
President John Coupe, fell they
should no longer work together.
so Lewis resigned his position.
"We came to the agreement that
we should separate." Lewis said.
"1 don't want to be critical of
Coupe, but we did not get
along," he said.
Lewis, who sent his letter of
resignation to Coupe on April 14,
told the Campus on that day that,
"I have not really enjoyed my job
in the past couple of years." He
made no mention of problems
with Coupe.
"We did not agree on things I
should do or things that needed
to be done, such as statf
reorganization in my area.
"1 was trying to work around
our differences." he said.
Lewis was hired as a project
engineer at UMO in 1966 and
became physical plant director in
1976. Coupe was acting vice
president
for
finance
and
administration for three year,
before
becoming
formally
appointed to I hut position last
fall.
"Coupe's predecessor, Jack
Blake appointed me. I was on his
team," Lewis said.
"Vice
President Coupe inherited me."
He said the two men have
different
personalities
and
backgrounds. "Our backgrounds
and experienced vary a great
deal," he said.
Lewis said his resignation has
not been accepted yet, and he is
on leave until the end of
December, 1982. "A lot of
things can happen," he said.
"There's the possibility that my
resignation will not be accepted,
or there may be administrative
changes."
page 8)

Financial aid cuts protested
by student government
by Mary Ellen Marav a
Staff Writer
UMO
Student
Government
President Jeff Mills 'outlined Student
Government's strategies to fight
federal student financial aid cuts in a
press conference Tuesday.
Student Government is supporting a
rally to be held at the Statehouse in
Augusta May I. "The rally is in
support of higher education, and we
encourage everyone to go. These cuts
will affect a lot of people," Mills said,
In addition, a letter writing
campaign is being sponsored by
Student Government and Mills said
700 letters protesting the cuts have
already been sent to United States
Sens. William Cohen and George
Mitchell as well as Reps. David Emery
and Olympia Snowe. "As of today,
700 postcards have been sent, and we
hope to reach 1,000,- he said.

He said the tiraduate Board has sent
out 2,000 letters, and Husson College
in Bangor has sent 400. "We hope to
have a total of 3,000 letters sent from
UMO," between the Graduate Board
and Student Government, Mills said.
Student Government has a table in the
Union where students can pick up post
cards to send to the congressmen.
Alan Zeichick, a member of Student
Government's ad hoc Committee in
Support of Higher Education said,
"When Sen. George Mitchell was on
campus two weeks ago, I asked him
what we could do to fight student aid
cuts. He said writing letters was the
most persuasive method of lobbying
Congress. We'd like to see every
concerned person, student, faculty,
professional, parent, whatever, take
the time to write at least the
congressman--let them know we care."
Zeichick said the rally, which was
(see "Aid cuts," page 21

Alan leichick, a member of Student Coyernment's education committee, said
student aid cuts indirectly affect esery one in Maine. (Lloyd Rees photo)

Study to begin
on repayments
by Nancy Storey
Staff Wtiter
A system-wide study of student loan repayments at the
University of Maine will begin
shortly, headed by the vice
president for finance at the
University of Maine at Presque
Isle,
Chancellor
Patrick
McCarthy announced Monday.
Arthur Manz, who has been
manager of financial administration at UMPI since 1963,will
take a hard look at the process of
loan repayment to try to im•
prove it. McCarthy said.
The major program that Mraz
will review is the National Direct
Student Loan program, which is
funded through revolving funds.
McCarthy said Maine alumni
has had a better loan repayment record that the rest of
the country. but, "We're trying
to do things ahead of time to
avoid doing them in reaction."
McCarthy said Mraz was
appointed to head the study
because he is highly qualified in
all aspects of financial aid. "He
is familiar with the programs
and he knows the students'
needs.- McCarthy said. "We
are lucky to have someone of his
caliber to head this study.
"We're just trying to make
sure we do the necessary things
to cause collections (of loan
repayments) to stay at the level
that they are now.- he said.
The chancellor said that 63
percent of the funds loaned out
this year through the NDSL
program were from loan repayments. The higher the loan
repayment level, the more of an
opportunity is given to provide
more students with financial
aid.
Mraz said he is optimistic
(see "Loans- page 3)
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Memorial Unionfaces possible addition
by Marshall Murph..
use the facility for the food services,"
Staff Writer
Rand said.
Plans may be in the offing to enlarge
Rand said that while the Union may
the Memorial Union into a facility of appear large for
people visiting from
130,000 square feet, Dean David M.
another university, and indeed it is the
Rand, director of the Memorial Union
largest union at any college or
said.
university in Maine, there are unions
"We had a study conducted on the around the country
at schools similar
Memorial Union two years ago which
in size to UMO that have much larger
stated that. at that time, the Union was' and more
diversified unions than
adequate for a student population of UMO.
4,500 people. Since then the university
Max
Andrews.
whose
Holt
has grown," Rand said.
Consulting Organization did the
The Memorial Union's existing preliminary study on the Memorial
space totals 88,000 square feet, and the Union agreed there was a need for
addition would be in the neighborhood enlargement of existing facilities.
of an additional 60,000 square feet.
"The enlargement project should be
this would be a major project." done and can be done in two or
three
Rand said.
different ways," Andrews said.
If this project was ever to get
Andrews said that space on the third
underway, the first question would be floor that is not in use
could be
to cons ince the university community renovated. Space around the
outside
that the project was worthwhile, of the building could be used
for
because it would pay for the addition enlargement of the existing
building,
to the Union.
and adding stories to the existing
Rand said that 93 percent of all the building is a possibility that could
be
unions on public land grant unisersities explored.
are paid for by a student fee. Students
"Very often enlargement of a
at both the University of Rhode Island facility can take the
form of the
and the University of Massachusetts "wrap-around" concept, which
would
pay fees to support their unions.
mean wrapping new construction
"During the academic year, over around the buildings already
in the
three million people use the facilities in area. "This would probably be the
case
the Union. By far the largest percent at LA10." Andrews said.
of the people, an estimated 42 percent
Rand expressed a desire for the

Aid cuts protested
(continued from page II
organized by a group 01 bipartisan
Maine legislators. begins at noon on
the Statehouse steps. Thirteen schools
in Maine are sending students to the
rally including Husson College. the
University of Maine at Augusta. the
University of Southern Maine, Bates
College, Bowdoin College and U MO.
"they expect 3(10 to 400 students in
Augusta for the rally. We hope to get
150 from UMO." he said. "I've asked
each member of our 55-member
student senate to attend, and bring two
or three people with him."
Zeichick
said
transportation
problems prevent more L11‘10 students
from attending the rally. "UMA
students caust ride down the street,
but we would need a fleet of buses that
our student government just can't
afford.
Another problem is final
exams, not many students can lose a
day's studying."
The aid curs. Zeichick said, not only
afte,'
••
.:nd col',
'' •ch

3
1
3
3

a
a
a
a

school students, but aiso indirectly
affect everyone in Maine. "Education
is an investment, both for the
community and the individual." he
said, "and with investments, we must
spend money to make money. All the
statistics prose that educational
investments pay off."
President Reagan has proposed
either eliminating or drastically
reducing
student
financial
aid
programs such as
Work-Study.
Guaranteed Student Loans, National
Direct Student Loans and Pell Grants.
Zeichick said. "01 the more than
35,000 students in Maine colleges
and universities, 47 percent would be
effected by the changes in these and
other programs:*
"Should these cuts pass Congress.
2,500 students will not be able to
attend college in fall 1982. Some
people have told me they will not be
able to continue with their education if
the ,.through."

.

Actium& Direct Student ,
Loans
Exit Interviews
If for any reason you will not be returning to UMO next
fall, and you are or have been the recipient of a
Natit.nal Direct Student Loan (i.e, the loans given as
part if your finanicial aid award), you are obligated to
attend an NDSL exit interview.
The first exit interview session, for last names A
through L, will be held Tuesday evening April 27; the
second session for names M through Z, will be held on
Wednesday evening. Both sessions will be at 7:30 p.m.
in 120 Little Hall, and will last about one hour.

1 If you are unable to attend, please call the Loan
,

Department (581-7141) and make other
arrangements to satisfy your exit interview

obligation.

enlargement of the Union to be used
by sections of the university. "We
would like to see more meeting rooms,
office space, lounges, and perhaps
even a restaurant, that could be used
by students, student organizations,
faculty, staff, the administration and
es en outside interests," Rand said.
Both Rand and Andrews agreed that
the existing facility is a well run
operation. "UMO's student union- is
one of the best unions for its size
anywhere. It is a center for

CAMPUS
CRIER

Wanted: Furnished apartment to
rent from May 15 to August IS.
Call Pat Stevens. 942-4864.
REWARD - Old Town High
School 1980 class ring lost on
campus initials. C.A.F. call 8272658.
LEARN MODERN RECORDING
TECHNIQUES:
Workshop at
New
World
Studios. May 17-28. For more
information call 581-7624.
Records for Sale - SI - SI. Great
shape. Wide selection. Call Doug
at 866-7959.
ORONO
HOUSE.
APARTMENTS FOR
RENT: 4
bedroom house, all new interior.
Available June I.
2 bedroom apartments, totally
new,available end of May.
I bedroom
apartment,
new
available now.
All in downtown Orono area.
Call 866-2518 after 5:00pm. 8663248.
Rena for Free - Mill St. Orono.
Pay for June and July and receive
August for free. One bedroom.
S80, month. 5160 for JuneAugust. Contact Doug at 8667959.

educational, cultural, and recreational
programs at the university," Andrews
said.
Rand said that in order to get the
idea of the Union enlargement to the
university, a slide presentation would
be a good way of showing the plans to
various campus organizations. "Then
we would ask for a fee committment
from the students. We would also ask
faculty and staff for some kind of
commitment as well." Rand said.

Efficiency apartment available
now thru Aug. 29. $100 per
month. Call 827-7231 after 4:00.
Furniture for Sale - Seally bed
and boxspring - $150. Record
cabinet - $50. Dresser - $45.
Couch and chairs. Call Doug a!
866-7959.
Were Moving Out!
Apartment available
May
through
eternity.
Two
bedrooms,
two
baths.
dishwasher. carpeting, porch. ./.1
mile from campus.
Price
negotiable. Call 866-4884. Keep
trying.
For sale: Mens tennis racket
Wilson T2000. Price negotiable.
Call Michelle Room 310 at 7492.
Found: Tr -Delta sorority r--.
EM last Wed. Owner cat
by identifying it at 275A •si.
Hall.
Wanted: students (2) to se: •
summer tour guides at ft
House Musuem in down
Portland. Must be eligible
WORK STUDY program.
Applicants should be History .,•
English majors and at ea,
meeting the public. Willing 1 ,
work June 1 through August 31
Mon-Fri, 35 hours a week.
Hourly wage $3.35. If interested.
apply in writing by. May 7:
Summer Employment. Maine
Historical Society. 485 Congress
Street, Portland. Maine 04101.

Army ROTC.
ow you can take it
in2yearstoo.
If you missed taking Army ROTC in your fit sI 155,
f college, you may not have missed out. Because of the ears
Army ROTC Two-Year piiv am.You'll have to attend
a special sixweek camp the summer before your junior year. But you'll
be
well paid for it.
And altogether, you'll earn a total of about $2,900 to help you
through your last two years of college.Then you'll
earn a commission as an officer at the same time you earn a college
degree.

CALL:

ROTC Nrissiats CFFICER
IIIIVERSITY OF
581-7112

nt
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Repayment
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(continued from page 11)
by Matt Smith
Staff Writer
David M. Rand, associate dean of
student activities and organizations at
UMO, has a black bear skin rug in his
office at the Memorial Union. The
bear skin was given to the university by
the wife of the tat Dr. Rome Rankin,
former director of the athletic
department at UMO.
Dr. Rankin retired from UMO in
1467.

Mraz said he plans to start the study at
the beginning of July, but he hasn't
finalized any plans for it yet. He will
be working closely with the people who
manage the records at the different
campuses, McCarthy said, and the
study is expected to take six to eight
months.
"It's very important (that we do all
we can to keep the loan repayment
high) because it is a revolving fund,"
Mraz said. "We will work toward a
better relationship in the total process
to provide continuing financial aid for
University of Maine students."

The bear skin was given to Dr.
Rankin from a "Maine woodsman"
friend of his, Dean Rand said. The
bear rug used to be in the Rankin
family's living room, Rand Said.
"Mrs. Rankin wanted to give the
bear skin to the university after her
husband died. Now it's sitting in the
office until we decide where to put it,"
he said.
"The bear skin is in excellent shape.
I think that it may end up in the Fogler
Library," Rand said. "There may be a
place for it there."
Dr. Rankin's wife Catherine is now
living in Lexington, Ky. Mrs. Rankin
sent the bear skin up from Kentucky
This bear skin may soon by transported from Dean Rand's
last December. She felt certain the bear
office to Fogler
Library. I his d Kees photo)
skin would be placed in ,he hhrars

Mraz will also visit other institutes
and talk with officials at the federal
and state level about the regulations
and legal considerations of student
loans.
"I'm proud of the university's
repayment record and I'm looking
forward to conducting this study,"
Mraz said.

news analysi,

Robin Stoutamyer

Mills/Lindsay remember campaign promises
Itic Oeneral Student Senate,
under the leadership of President
Jeff Mills and Vice President Jon
Lindsay, have kept a very
consistent
policy-deciding
process alive.
Mills and Lindsay have also
been steadily working to make
their campaign
promises a
reality.
No longer does it take the
senate more than three hours
each meeting to pas, their yearly
budget.
This semester the
procedure has been orderly,
cooperative and/as,.
The
Executive
Budgetary
Committee, which Mills and
Lindsay supported during their
campaign,
has
made
the
budgeting process much easier
for the senate to see (in black and
white)exactly where the money is
being spent and where the cuts
have been and could be made
before the senate makes the final
decision.
Ad hoc committees, those set
up temporarily to deal with
certain
situations,
have

rst two years
Df the
!nd a special sixLit you'll be

2,900 to help you
earn a commisze degree.

about the study.
"I'm
very
enthusiastic about the study and
pleased that I was asked to do it," he
said. "The University of Maine has
had a good record of loan repayment
and we will work to improve this
record as well as improving our
relationship with students and alumni
in the process."

investigated and researched pa..
problems
concerning
the
president's contingency fund and
inconsistencies in
the
Fair
Election Practices Committee
with speed and enthusiasm.
The senate received a diagram
outlining
parliamentary
procedures at its first meeting
under Mills and Lindsay which
has helped keep the senate
discussions from becoming out of
hand.

Mills and Lindsay promised to
work closer with the students on
campus by visiting various
dormitories on a regular basis.
So far, this promise has not been
broken.
They also supported instating
an activity pass which would
work along the same line as the
all-sports pass and would allow
students to use Alfond Arena,
Wallace Pool, the weight room
and other facilities.
Since their election, Mills and
Lindsay have met with Dave
Ames.
of
the
intramural
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progtam, and other individuals
to get the project off the ground.
Mills, Lindsay and the senate
have been actively involved in
issues concerning all the students
at UMO. They have supported
rallies for continued higher
education and are working on a
letter writing campaign to protest
.
eT.•

proposed cuts in financial aid.
So far, Mills and Lindsay have
been working enthusiastically to
overcome past problems with
student government and are
remembering the promises they
made in February. That's a lot
more than anyone can say for
most politicians.
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WANTED
Energetic, efficient, and
ambitious people to sell
Advertising for the
Maine Campus next semester.
Salaried Position
Pick up an application at the
Campus office Lord Hall.
Please return applications by :I:00pm.
on Red.. May 4
Interviews will be held May 4 & May 5

Call Al or Jo at 581-7531
for more information
,r,v,trirvL-*-pIo i.1
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Opinion
Outside In
SUSAN ALLS0P

Fight for funds
'The future of the University of Maine may be in
trouble if President Reagan's proposed cuts in
financial aid are passed through Congress.
The student government, under President Jeff
Mills and Vice President Jon Lindsay, have taken
notice of this serious situation and are starting to
take some action to prevent these budget cuts.
These students have realized that cuts in
educational aid programs would be detrimental to
higher education in Maine. Forty seven percent of
more than 35,000 students in Maine colleges and
universities will be affected by changes in such
programs as the College Work-Study Program, the
Pell Grant Program and the National Direct Student
Loan Program. Everyone from undergraduate to
graduate students will be affected.
Financial aid sources in the state predict that if the
cuts are approved, about 2.500 Maine students will
not be able to afford college next year. They expect
this figure to double in the following year.
Students statewide are organizing a protest against
these cuts. This will include a giant letter-writing
campaign and a rally to be held on May 1 at the
Statehouse in Augusta.

The UMO student government has purchased pry.
stamped and addressed postcards and has been
handing them out to students on campus to send to
U.S. Senators William Cohen and George Mitchell
and U.S. Representatives David Emery and Olympia
Snowe. So far, 700 letters have been sent out.
In addition to the letter writing campaign, student
government will be participating in a protest against
financial aid on May I in Augusta. They expect to
see 150 students at the rally, including 55 student
senate members. They would like to see more
students participate but feel that transportation may
be a problem and also that students may be busy with
school work this weekend.
The student government is doing a good job in
organizing such a protest, but they could have a more
forceful voice in Congress if that voice was larger.
We urge you to take a few minutes and fill out a
postcard, or take a half day and show your support
for a worthwhile cause. Don't let the University of
Maine's future go down the drain.

K.M.
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Equal
education
I can see it now. In a few
eats the road to college will
only be paved for those whose
parents have cash to burn.
Ormaybe even for those who
have already experienced the
working world and will be able
tocelebrate retirement the same
year they are shipped off to the
Ivy League.
The rich and elderly have
their respective places in the
college environment, but so do
the middle and lower income
products.
Its the socioeconomic mix on a campus that
allows people to relate to others
unIke themselves.
But public unis.ersities are
feeling the crunch. And UMO.
hish is supposedly one of the
less expensive New England
universities. is showing students you get nothing for
nothing. It's prices like these
that make seniors smile when
they say see you later to school.
And like everything else.
aside from defense. under Reagan's New Federalism practice.
education has received no mercy
from above. U.S. Secretary of
Education Terre! H. Bell said.
"Education should be to the
state government vs-hat defense
is to the federal government:.
We all know what that means.
Don't come crying to the federal
government. the education responsibility has already been
delegated to the states. States
that cannot raise the money
needed for a quality education.
SO only those who fall on top
of a certain bracken can afford
to become educated. I'm not
naive enough to believe that the
cream of the crop. educations.ise, is guaranteed to be found
among the rich.
Is it really fair to deny
education to the hard -sin-king
poorstudent. syhile granting the
opportunity to a less-promising
rich student? Of course. it's also
not bit. the other was around.
Perhaps we should provide
college education only to high
school graduates with the high.
est marks and college board
scores, as Harvard President
Derek Birk would have it.
This would never work. What
about the A-student in
•
not make the grade is
and drops out hes-ail,
frustration. Tests many times
ca nrut Monitor the potential ttl d
stu dent.
lir fact remains that students and universities need
help. But where the help will
conic from is still unanswered.
Maybe education should be to
the federal government what
federal
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Series was inconsistent
To the editor:
I would like to question the
validity of the Guest Lecture
Series people passing out Dr.
Beckman's feasible nuclear
war and America is God
his
propoganda following
lecture on the Health Hazards
of Not Going Nuclear.
He spent quite a while
denying a connection between
nuclear energy production and
nuclear weaponry, yet after his
sermon ended, we were given
leaflets promoting the arms
buildup and offering for sale
"Save the environment from
environmentalists - Support
Jim
Watt" buttons and
"Pacifists Prosper because
Free Men Fought" stickers.
This seems a bit inconsistent
to me and also indicates to me
some of the reasoning behind

his stand on nuclear power
past his arguement that nonnuclear power kills more
people.
By the way, if anyone can
see the logic behind his
leaflet's defense of the overkill
capacity
of the
nuclear
weapons stockpiles by saying
that the same is true of kitchen
knives, please clue me in. If
they've developed a nuclear,
warhead that can slice bread
perhaps it is of some use Wm
sure "Ronco" would market
it.)
I'm simply asking that the
G.L.S. people find speakers
who are more consistent in
what they say and do.

For those of sou who have
read, For the New Intellectual
by Ayn Rand, we would like to
point out that Professor
Douglas Allen's book Structure
and
Creativity
in
Rektor!,(we Maine Campus,
April 9), is but another
desperate cry for the return of
the Witch Doctor and his unwilling but necessary ally Attila, (i.e. statism in its most
medieval
form).
The
philosophical trends of the
past
decades
few
have
prepared the path for such a

To the editor:
I would like to straighten
out the issue on the intramural
ice hockey championship that
some misinformed students so
profusely expounded on in last
Friday's edition.
First
all,
of
some
background on our campus
championship structure in the
intramural program. It was
not until the past eight or nine
years that campus championships were even held in our intramural program. They were
instutituted to give the dorm,
fraternity and independent
winners of an activity an opportunity to play outside their
division against the other
divisional
These
winners.
games are not promoted
greatly from our department's
standpoint and do not draw
great spectator interest on the
part of students as does the
dormitory or fraternity championship games. In fact, in
several activities vie do not
schedule a campus championship because of problems that
have arisen in past years.
In respone to the accusations made by the Pit
Crew II team members there
are several issues that should
be clarified. They referred to a
softball game in which frater-

taw
Thomas B. Spofford
Old town

Philosophicaltrends
To the editor:

Proceedures ofchampionship games

return, which explains the
popularity
of
Professor
Allen's book amoung his
fellow socio-politicians of the
altruist-collectivist creed.
Those who feel that Ayn
Rand misjudged the nature of
the
situation
have
"authorities"
such
as
Professor Allen,(whose book
"gains world recognition"),
confirming the accuracy of her
diagnosis.
Frank Hodgkins
Andrew Benson
Estabrooke Hall

nity team forfeited and the
dorm team was declared campus champions. That is inaccurate in that the fraternity
team ease the dorm the win
and the dorm went on and
beat the independent team 9-2
to win the campus championship game.
'The ice hockey game in
question was not played since
Phi Eta Kappa had other
committments and could not
field their own team. On the
record this does not show as a
forfeit since a forfeit is when
one team show up for the
game and another team does
not show. Cancellation of the
game in concern was made
more than 24 hours in advance
of
time.
game
Any
rescheduling efforts were not
communicated through my office since the game had already
been paid for through the
program and, therefore, the.
only concern would have been
getting an agreeable time with
Phi Eta Kappa and the rink.
The only communication
that I have had with any Pit
Crew II team members, other
than calling their captain to
cancel the game was with a
player who was looking at my
bulletin board and he asked
me why a campus champion
was not declared. My respone
was that the game was not

played, therefore, we usually
just drop the title, but if it
meant that much to this group
then they could be declared
champion. In fact, when
tabulating the final results for
our yearly records book, I put
an asterisk at the bottom of
the page, Pit Crew II, Campus
Champions by default! This
was typed and posted on our
bulletin board several days in
advance of the derogatory
editorial.
In closing I think it is too
bad that issues like this come
up because the intention of the
program is for fun and enjoyment of the students. Yet
so many times problems occur
because students do not listen,
read or, in some cases, care
about what is being presented
to them by faculty, staff or
student peers regarding certain
issues or policies.
Luckily, the majority of the
students
do care about
guidelines and procedures and
are reasonalbe in their comments and evaluations thus
contributing to the success of
our intramural program here
at UMO.
Director
Sports

A dangerousgame

then screaming hysterically.
Hitchhiking, many of us After she let
me off, she still
partake in this commuting
continued to travel in the
ritual every day. In the spirit
opposite direction.
of 'rick Kerouac, we hit the
Big deal right? Well just
road either to make a specific
two weeks ago, I was traveling
destination or just for an
on Route 393 in Concord,
adventurous cruise.
N.H. I was on my way back to
I've been hitching seriously'
Orono after spending the
for two years now; ever since I
weekend with my girlfriend at
came to the boonies of Orono,
Plymouth State College.
Me. During this time, my
Anyway, this guy picks me up
hitching
experiences
were in a beat up pickup truck.
We
always positive ones. I met a
exchange hellos and travel
lot of different people and
along.
After about two
traveled almost everywhere in
minutes I see his hand moving
the tri-state region.
My out of the corner of my eye.
longest hitch was an eight hour
The guy has exposed himself
trip to Plymouth, N.H.
and is masterbating. Well, I
I once got picked up by a girl knew I had to get the hell out
who was so stoned she drove of there. When we came to a
12 miles past my exit. When I red light two minutes later, 1
insisted that she had made a jumped out of the truck and
mistake, she started crying and breathed a sigh of relief. (The

of

David Ames
Recreational

Ed Manzi

man was obviously sick.) NIV
day was ruined, and for the
first time in my hitchhiking
career, I was afraid and
paranoid.
If I had been on an
interstate, I would have nese,
been able to jump out.
I
would had had to convince
him to pull over, either
diplomatically or violently.
The latter could risk an
accident. What would you
do? How would you react?
If you're going a,
country, hitch with a filen,:
Bring a knife, but don't eve:
think about using it unless you
are attacked. If you think I'm
being a little overly harsh, you
could be right. But then, how
many of you have ever gotten
picked up by a pervert?
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UMOprofessorsspeak out

U.S. Governmentcondones violen
El Salvador, now parallelled by nutty to Vietnam,
is a lush mountainous jungle of death. In a country
the size of Massachusetts, 33,000 people have died
since January of 1980 in a raging civil war.
While the Reagan administration is supporting the
Salvadoran military government--over $116 million
tairiewieta.
in military aid since January of 1981 including
military advisors and the training of Salvadoran
government troops--Congressmen, Senators, labor
unions and teachers groups mount in opposition to
U.S. policy.
Edward Asner, star of the "Lou Grant" show,
publicly announced his support for a political faction
now in violent opposition to the U.S. backed
Salvadoran government forces. Asner's support
took the form of a $25,000 check paid in February to
a Mexican representative of the Democratic
Revolutionary Front(FDR).
"The government in El Salvador is a dictatorship
at war with its own people. What's happening in El
Salvador is more than tragic--it's sickening, indecent,
A masked rebel fighter searches, bus at the entrance to Usulutan,
El Salvador. Taken February 2 when
inhumane--and it's got to be stopped," wrote Amer
insurgents launched a rare daylight attack on the U.S. backed Sal%
adoran military.
in a an article published in the New York Times.
UMO Professor of Political Science Kenneth
Background
Hayes spoke of the image of the U.S. in the eyes of
were large landowners, the peasant population had
Central Americans as becoming increasingly
White, in January of 1981, said U.S. policy toward enough land to live off. As mechanization increased,
that of the "ugly American."
He described Latin America since WWI has been formed by fear more and more peasants shifted
from lives of shareAmerican policy there: "What it reflects is the tenof revolution. "It is tragic for a country that was cropping to lives as wage laborers because land was
dency of the U.S. to support governments in power,
born in revolution to have so little confidence in its purchased in increasing amounts for production of
particularly those with a strong military base, and to
own tradition that it has stood against revolution in sugar and coffee, El Salvador's most
lucrative
be opposed to popular movements. This kind of
policy encourages activities by Cuba. There's a Latin America. We have uncritically supported dic- resources on the world market.
tatorships, winked at repression, tolerated corrupKeremitsis said a Salvadoran family needs 10 hecparanoia over leftist ideas that clouds the issues and
tion, and participated in the perversion of the tares
results in policies not in our long term interest."
of land to feed itself and that today' families
Carlos Fuentes, former Mexican ambassador to democratic process." He wrote that the Carter ad- have less than half that. With the increase of comFrance and author, wrote in Harper's that after the ministration had begun, "by not very high standards mercialization, she said a middle class developed
massacre of 1932 in which 30,000 people were killed. of Washington," to support structural changes by during the late 50's and in the 60's and 70's, but that
"Political freedom in El Salvador has been opposing right wing military dictatorships and shif- it has been denied political power by the existing
smothered ever since, from coup to rigged election to ting loyalty. to the people. But, he wrote, Reagan has wealthy oligarchy of El Salvador which has ruled
the
countercoup and through a constant unrespon- returned to the cold war mentality in which all con- country with a military
government. "One reason
siveness to the people." He described a "Catch-22" flicts in Latin America are seen as communist the war is so
widespread
is
that the middle class has
threats. He wrote "That is a towering ignorance.
situation in which Latin American countries are
"The leftist forces began to gather four or five made an alliance with the workers and peasant
either maintained by dictatorial regimes supportive
groups because they were denied political power,"
years
when
ago
people
started
to
organize
little
in
the
of American interests or become engaged in a
she said.
popular resolution that is inevitably suppressed by towns, against the terrible working conditions.
The Universities
U.S. intervention. Referring to El Salvador, he Usually it was a priest who organized them and said,
'we
should
form
ask
unions,
for
Keremitsis spoke of the university system in El
more
money
and
wrote: "The politcal opposition has been decimated.
better working conditions.' As a result, the people Salvador as traditionally much more
political than in
Yet a revolution of complex composition—Catholic. became guerillas. not
because they were com- the U.S. There,
academic freedom allows open
agrarian, and nationalist in its root, but also with munists,
but because they were trying to get a basic criticism
strong Marxist, democratic Christian, and socialof the government.
"Whereas the
democratic elements, with militant students and ac- minimum wage for their families. The U.S. gover- wealthiest landowning families in El Salvador
countants, printers and bank clerks--has claimed the nment has supported, until the recent elections, Jose educate their children at universities in other coast right to do for El Salvador what has not been Napoleon Duarte's civilian-military "Christian- tries, in the U.S. or in Europe,
middle class people
achieved in nearly five centuries: the abolition of Democratic" party. With plans to implement a who might be involved in politics go to the univercolonialism, and at the very least the creation of a progressive land reform program, Duarte's junta sities in the country."
came to power in 1979 with the aim of stabilizing the
f -r.-,,-.1:•
'hat might permit some evolution of
The Council on Hemispheric Affairs, a private
precarious social and economic situation in the country; although it hasn't changed significantly, 14 organization formed in 1979 to report on human
rights violations, states, "The academic profession Ifl
El Salvador is one of the primary targets of the
government-condoned violence that plagues that
country." The organization's May 1981 report states
that 150 teachers and 750 students were killed in 19tOr
and that an "overwhelming majority died at the hands of the governments security forces or their civilian
auxiliaries."
The country's foremost university, the University
of El Salvador, is occupied by the military. The

"The cost of military
intervention is clear, 40,000
449

Opposition forces, alleged by the Reagan administration
to be well supplot
.% let I mon. stand on. street corner in a town 60 kms,
east of San Salvador.
Hayes, who strongly opposes U.S. policy in El
,!‘ador. said the current civil war there is the
itable result of the suppression of large numbers
people by a very small totalitarian group.
'cribing the former U.S. Ambassador to El
ador, Robert White, who was fired in Jan. of
• by Reagan for his sympathetic stance towards the
• adoran people's plight, Hayes said he was a
• ,Ice in the wilderness, a very brave person to come
h against a U.S. administration that would surely
him."

NM
.eApiorl, from the

families owned 80 percent of the land.
Assistant Professor of Latin American
History at Urr10. Eileen Keremitsis, described the
historical background of El Salvador which gave rise
to the present situation in which 90 percent of the
population is landless; 40 percent are jobless; and 75
percent of the children suffer from malnutrition.
Before WWII and the tremendous increase in commercialization of crops, she said El Salvadorans
existed with subsistence farming and although there

dead, 500,000 refugees inside
and outside the country."
Salvadoran government has diverted the entire
budget for education to its military. The National
Association of Salvadoran Educators (ANDES) has
estimated that 100 percent of all rural schools are
closed due to violence "which the Duarte junta has
refused to address." The ANDES report maintains
that Salvadoran National Guardsmen have taken
over the universities as military barracks and cites
one instance in San Miguel in early 1980 when
national guardsmen murdered ten students in grades
7-9 during a search of the local high school.
UMO Professor and representative of
Amnesty International V.K. Balakrishnan sees the
independence and near total disregard of governmental process characterizing the Salvadoran military as
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the major obstacle to democracy in El Salvador. "As
long as the military is independent, these elections are
meaningless.
Real, democracy will come to El
Salvador only when the elected president is the real
commander of the military." Balakrishnan said that
negotiation between all political factions is fundamental to any lasting peace and that the results of
increased U.S. military aid is illustrated by the number dead in El Salvador and the number of refugees.
"The cost of military intervention is clear, 40,000
dead, 500,000 refugees inside and outside the country
and the total degradation of so many human
values."
Balakrishnan indicated also that U.S. corporations
are contributing to the bloodshed in El Salvador by
selling sophisticated weapons to the government
military there. Throughout the world, he said this is
often the case; U.S. corporations, subsidized by the
U.S. government, sell advanced weaponry to
repressive regimes.
David Ghere is a former U.S. Army Military intelligence Officer and presently a Ph.D. candidate in
history at UMO. Once an expert in Soviet style combat tactics and a field strategist for the army, Ghere is
now adamantly opposed to U.S. intervention is El

officials to observe the elections. Canada also supported negotiation.
Hailed by the American media as a "vote for
peace" and a defeat for the guerillas, there is great
skepticism whether the elections reflect the true will
of the people. UMO Professor Ken Hayes said that

"The academic profession
in El Salvador is one of the
primary targets of the
government condoned
violence."
because elections are such a rarity in El Salvador and
because of the tremendous publicity and glamorous
,
campaign tactics by the right wing, the Salvadoran
people flocked to the polls in relative ignorance of agir
w.
the individua,„_.
I platforms.
.
• 4
Salvadoran government troops load bodies of
\
Opposition fighters killed in a battle near San
Salvador.
-

CUBA

reports that four rightist parties have banded
together and elected D'Aubuisson as speaker of the
new constituent assembly. The New York Times
wrote of his "circus style campaign with its banners,
bunting and leaflets, well funded by landowners, industrialists and wealthy families living now in Miami
that undoubtedly enhanced his appeal to unsophisticated peasants."
Finding a professor in the academic system who
supports the Reagan Administration's policies in El
Salvador is difficult. The Faculty Committee for
Human Rights in El Salvador has collected well over
2,500 professor's signatures nationwide, all "against
U.S. intervention in El Salvador." The groups
bulletin states, "the academic community has also
been a victim of governemnt repression. As of June
El Salvador and surrounding Latin American countries.
1981, the junta has been responsible for almost 2.000
Salvador. "[he influence of the Russians and
Professor Eileen Keremitsis pointed to the history violent deaths in the academic community
throughout
the country, including 179 teachers and
Cubans is minimal in El Salvador. The rebels are out of electoral fraud and the fact that it is illegal not to
in the bush fighting because they have real grievan- vote in El Salvador as major reasons for the results. 1,005 students."
UMO Professor of History Richard Blanke supces. I think there's legitimacy in the reports of terror
ports the Reagan Administration's policies. Blanke
inflicted on peasants by the Salvadoran government.
parallelled
the support of the leftist forces in El
I'm for pulling out."
Salvador by "knee jerking liberals" to the "misinGhere said the Reagan administration sees the conformed" support given Fidel Castro by many
flict in El Salvador as a "monolithic communist
Americans in the 1950's. He said although the U.S.
threat" and therefore fads to recognize the funcould
just as well ignore El Salvador for economic
damental social and economic inequities there. And
tre
haerse
ons, we must prevent the spread of communism
indeed, the "White Paper" presented by the U.S.
State Department to demonstrate "Communist inReferring to the former U.S. ambassador there.
tervention in El Salvador". has been proven false
and his analysis, Blanke said, "White is simply a
and contrived. Latin American expert James Petras
neurotic fool. He was the victim of his own various
writes, "The White paper is a thin tissue of
illusions. The theory that political revolution grows
falsifications, distortions, ommissions, and simHistorically
out of social repression is false.
plifications. It sought to transform a war between
resolutions occur in response to a government that's
the regime and its people into an East-West conflict
perceived to be weak."
and to deny the internal socioeconomic and political
Blanke criticized Carter's policy which was orienroots of the struggle."
ted towards gradual land redistribution to the poor.
Referring to the Christian Democratic Party of El
The Elections
Salvador, a party advocating land reform and supBoycotted by the Salvadoran left because, leaders
ported by the U.S. administration despite its almost
maintained, taking part in the voting would be
total lack of control of the military, Blanke said, "If
suicidal due to right wing death squad assassination
I was in El Salvador I wouldn't vote for the Christian
attempts, the elections March 28 have caused much
Democrats." Blanke criticized the party for its
Most who must fight are under 20.
confusion among Americans.
The Council on
socialistic tendencies. Yet, in seeming contradiction
Hemispheric Affairs reports, "The Reagan Ad- She said that considering three times as many ballots to earlier statements, Blanke said, "What ever the
ministration hailed it as 'a military defeat for the we're counted Monday night as were counted all day people of El Salvador want we should support.••
guerillas,' the U.S. media as a 'vote for peace,' and Monday. "I do
This has left a barrage of information unsaid.
think the election is fraudulent."
the Salvadoran opposition forces as simply 'una farARENA, the ultra rightist party associated with the Summarizing the significance of the Reagan Adsa." Although the ruling Christian Democratic Par- assasination of Archbishop Oscar Romero, garnered ministration's policy toward El Salvador and the
ty (PDC) won the largest share of the vote, the five only two-thirds as many votes as the number of historical tendency of U.S. foreign policy, Professor
other right wing parties gained more seats in the con- ballots turned in blank by Salvadoran voters
in Ken Hayes said, "Revolutions come from regimes
stituent assembly which is in the process of forming a protest of the elections. More ballots were turned in
which are unjust, unfair and corrupt. Stability
constitution and new government. This will make blank or invalid by voters than the total amount of
comes from concern for the needs of the people. El
the Reagan administration's justification for main- votes garnered by three rightist parties combined.
Salvador is not a separate problem; it is only the
The Nation wrote, prior to the elections, "Worst symptom of a major problem. The U.S. is providing
taining military aid to El Salvador very difficult, due
to the right wing's notorious reputation for military of all, this kind of election permits people to come to
for people to kill each other all over t lic
power who have no commitment to democracy what- world."
repressive rule.
The Salvadoran left supported open negotiation as soever--as, for example, Roberto D'Aubuisson, a
the only possibility for peaceful settlement of the cashiered army officer associated with past coups
country's civil war. And in fact, both France and and terror campaigns who has been accused by the
Mexico have issued a joint declaration recognizing previous U.S. ambassador of being a "pathological
the leftist insurgents as a "representative political killer" responsible for ordering the assassination of
Archbishop Oscar Romero." This prediction was
force" and have called for a negotiated settlement.
Only one European country, Britain, agreed to send close to truth as the latest news from El Salvador
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Professor brings classroom to students
by Wendy Barrett
Staff Writer
UMO Professor Amr A.
Ismail, one of Maine's leading
blueberry specialists, doesn't
teach conventional classes in
lecture halls on campus. Instead,
he brings the classroom to his
students, the blueberry growers
of Maine.
"My classroom might be a
church basement, a grange hall or
a high school cafeteria, but it's
teaching and I love it,'' Ismail
said. He used to teach classes at
UMO but had to give it up
because of all the time he had to
spend in the field and traveling.
He said he sees the roles of ths
university as teaching, research
and public service and part of
that public service is to teach the
citizens of Maine as well as the
students at the university.
As
extension
blueberry
specialist for the Cooperative
Extension Service, Ismail said his
role is to conduct educational
programs for blueberry growers.
"My students are from every
segment of the blueberry industry
throughout the state," Ismail
said.
At each of the classes, which
are held in late winter or early
spring in Machias, Ellsworth.
Union and South Paris, he said
he presents the latest research
findings to help the blueberry

growers
solve
production
problems, increase production
and reduce the costs.
"We
provide information on relevant
state and federal regulations
affecting policies concerning the
blueberry growers," he said.
These extension
blueberry
schools teach blueberry growers,
through field demonstrations and
field days conducted in fields
throughout
Maine,
what
practices they can follow and
show them the results of research
work done at UMO.
"These field days are very
effective educational tools.
Getting growers to see stems
loaded with blueberries is the best
way to convince farmers to adopt
new practices developed by
UMO," he said.
He also said that sometimes it's
difficult to teach these growers
new methods because they are so
set in their ways. "Some growers
are 70 to 74 years old and have
been growing blueberries the
same way their fathers and
grandfathers did, so it's hard to
present new ideas to them and get
them to adopt them."
The
schools
have
been
successful, Ismail said,
The
proof isn't in a research paper or
in a document.
The growers
production is the evidence."
Ismail said that since he has
been at UMO, the area of

research has changed and now
focuses on weed control and
pruning of the blueberry bushes.
"Weeds constitute the most
serious pest problem, and we are
currently conducting research to
economically control the weeds in
blueberry fields.
We have
identified herbicides that are
effective in controling weeds in
lowbush blueberry fields. The
growers that have adopted these
new cultural practices, have

Blueberry specialist Amr A. Ismail.
II lo)d Rees photo)

reported a 50 percent increase in
he said.
The only alternative to the
herbicides, and a practice that
has been followed by growers
almost exclusively in the past, is
the burning of the blueberry
fields. Most growers used to
burn their fields every two years,
killing the weeds, and pruning the
plants.
"We wanted to come up with
an alternative to burning because
the growers use I million gallons
of oil a year to burn and prune
their fields,"Professor Ismail
said.
He also said it's important to
recognize that the blueberry
industry in Maine supports the
university blueberry program
very extensively. 'They do so
through a special tax on
blueberries, called the blueberry
tax industry. The blueberry
industry gives the university
$80,000 to $100,000 a year.
"It's a two-way street,"
Professor Ismail said. "It allows
us to do so much more for the
blueberry industry."
Professor Ismail, an Egyptian
(and proud of it), came to this
country after completing a degree
in agriculture at Cairo University
in Egypt.
He completed his
Master's Degree in Horticulture
the
at
University
of
Massachusetts in 1965.

Lewis resignation
due tojob conflicts
(continued from page 1)
Although his resignation has not
been accepted. Lewis said he is looking
for another job.
"I am actively
searching for other employment." he
said. "I have been contacted by some
people who are interested in me."
He said he has been looking for jobs
in the New England area. "I've got an
awful lot of friends here," he said. •'It
will be hard if we have to leave
Orono."
While Lew
a, employed a, an

Director of Management Planning
and De% elopment
Martin Maris* Corporation
Bethesda. Mar:* land
Time: Wed May 5, 1982 5-7pm
Place: Wells Commons U.M.0
Subject: Role of the MBA in the Business
s

Environment. All those interested are invited,
reception to follow
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engineer and physical plant director, he
worked on many new structures and
additions at three different UMainc
campuses and at the Darling Center in
Walpole.
He worked on the planning and
construction of the Hilltop Complex,
the
English/Math
Building
and
Computer Center, and Alfond Arena
and York Village Apartments.
Thc Fogler Library addition was also
built while Lewis was employed by
UMO.

This t Mo student finds a quiet place to studs at 'hutting HelLiToole photo)

The MBA Association and the College
1 of Business Administration present Speaker j
h
Fran Hartzell

Britain
force w

GET YOUR CAREER OFF
TO A FLYING START
It takes
• i• i•
.
will it take yOu 'c or
good

How long

If you haven't settled on a company or corporation
yet, why not get your executive career off to a flying start
as an aviator in the uri,teci States Air Force? Its the finest
Sight program in the world the pay is excellent, and
yoult enjoy the prestige that goes with the silver wings of
an Air Force aviator

its one ot the finest opportunities in the nation And
a great place to gain executive experience with million
dollar responsibility Find out today about the Air Force

flight procram. Contact:
TSqt. Sarre Rhyne, 207-942-54
.
1 1 Call Collect

23
9-(2233:
A re.we,01 ki<
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Britain warns ofuse of military
force within two days
(AP) - Britain warned Tuesday that
military force may be the only way to
retake the Falkland Islands. Argentina
said it had learned the British may
attack in 24 to 48 hours, ordered
foreign correspondents from a key port
and reportedly told Secretary of State
Alexander M. Haig Jr. not to return to
Buenos Aires.
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher
told the House of Commons in
London that "military pressure" now
appears to be the only way to dislodge
Argentine troops from the Falklands.
She warned that "time is fast running
out" for a peaceful settlement of the
25-day-old crisis.

Her tough statements and a new
blackout on the British armada
operations for the first time in the crisis
bolstered speculation that the task
force, lashed by worsening winter
weather off the Falklands, may soon
launch an assault on the South Atlantic
colony seized by Argentina April 2.
Argentine Foreign Minister Nicanor
Costa Mendez told the Organization of
American States in Washington his
government has received information
that British naval forces may attack the
Falkland Islands within the next 24 to
48 hours.
He disclosed no other
information.

Maine taxpayers will gain
in legislative tax cut squabble
AUGUS IA,
MAINE
(AP).
Individual Maine taxpayers will benefit
financially no matter who wins the
Republican -Democratic squabble in
the Legislature over conforming state
taxes to Reagan administration cuts in
federal taxes.
Republican
and
Democratic
legislative leaders are fighting over
corporate taxes in a battle that forced
Gov. Joseph Brennan to call a special
session starting Wednesday.
Republicans want the state to enact

all
federal
cuts
immediately,
Democrats want to hold off on some
corporate tax cuts until late next fall to
determine if enough money is available
to cover the lost revenues. The GOP
plan would cosi the state about $9.8
million
in
lost
revenues, the
Democrats' plan for now would cost
about $6.2 million.
Both parties agree that individual
taxpayers should get the same breaks
on their state taxes they're getting on
federal taxes.

Dover-Foxcroft woman
to sell house through contest
DOVER-FOXCROFT, Maine (AP)
- A woman whose attempt to sell her
20-room Victorian mansion through an
essay contest has drawn national
attention says she has been deluged
with inquiries.
"It seems as if everybody wants to
come to Maine and own a big, old
house," said Jane Pieriboni, referring
to the subject of the essays.
Participants, who are required to
pay a 550 entrance fee, must write an
essay of 125 words or less on the
subject: "Why I want to own a big,
old house in Maine."
All entries will be sent to a former
.
4.7=TGIL4,!.111EGICGLIT1/

editor of a national magazine who will
judge the contest in New York after the
Sept. I deadline.
"We've really had an amazing
response," said Dover attorney James
Austin, who represents Mrs. Pieriboni.
"Some people have even called up and
said they just want to buy the house"
without even seeing it.
At least 70 letters have been
received, and a few have included the
entry fee and essay.
"Less than 10" have sent in money,
said Austin. 'the bulk of them
initially have been inquiries and we've
been sending out rules," said Austin.
I

Attention Off CampusStudents
The final issue of the OCR newsletter will
not be sent in the mail.
Instead it will be left at the following drop spots
in the surrounding communities.
Please take time to pick one up!
The drop spots are:
OCB office, 3rd floor Memorial Union
Blue Ox Co-op store Hammond St. Bangor
Gold Star Laundermats
State St. ,Bangor
440 Main St. Bangor
)37 S. Main St., Old Town
Stillwater Ave., Orono

Natural Living Center, Brewer Plaza
Kenny's Market, Bradley
Niaxway Market,State St. Veasie
The Store,Orono Maine
• ilai=rtztr-lrt.r=i=ri=a=C=17=a=eCa=r
ir:=8--7.
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Bears open campaign with split ofsix games

The softball team played well despite the fact that ihi w. ti,
action of the season. erazzi photol
by Ken Waltz
Staff Writer
After the cancelation of their first
eleven games, the UMO women's
softball team finally got their season
underway by splitting six games over
the weekend.
"I had hoped to come back four and
two, but I'm satisfied with three and
three," said Black Bear Coach Janet
Anderson.
The women traveled to Bridgeport.
Conneticut for a double-header Friday
against a very strong, experienced
Sacred Heart College team, getting
shut out in both games 5-0 and 7-0.
The Black Bears, who were playing
outside for the first time this season.
faced a Sacred Heart team that had
already played 29 games and had had a
10 day trip to Florida under their belt.
Claire Betze, a freshman pitcher
from Bridgeville, Delaware, received

hr.' outdoor

the unfortunate assignment of facing
Sacred Heart in her first college outing.
Anderson said that Betze had to
contend with some "awesome batting
power". "Claire got four strikeouts
and pitched very well for us," said
Anderson.
Sophomore Nancy Szostak pitched
the second game of the double-header
and lost 7-0.
Anderson said she was disappointed
in her fielding against Sacred Heart in
the second game. "We had errors bs.
some key people that you don't expec
to make them under pressure." she
said. The Bears committed two errors
and got sesen hits in the first game and
reversed these numbers in the second
game, committing seven errors and
getting only two hits.
Maine's next stop on the five day
trip, which started Thursday afternoon
and ended Monday night, was in New
London, Connecticut where they.

Jackson returns to New York,isn't
lookingfor the limelight
NEW YORK (AP)- Reggie Jackson
returned to New York on Tuesday, this
time as a Yisitor with the California
Angels, and he found the town's
baseball community in the same kind
of uproar so familiar when he was a
resident slugger with the New York
Yankees.
Jackson laughed at the suggestion
that George Stembrenner's firing of
Bob Lemon as Yankee manager on
Sunday was contrived to upstage
Reggie's return.
"Upstage me?" he said.
"I'm
hitting .160, .175. It's easy to upstage
me. But there's nothing you can do
from 8 to 10:30."

Correction

Jackson refused to be drawn into the
Lemon-Stembrenner Gene Michael
triangle. saying "It's none of my
bu,inc.,. That's for you guys to hay,:
fun with

Embearass someone
with a
Balloon Bouquet
for
Graduation Mother s Dayr
L
L
L
• balloons t
• plants

The cutline that ran with the
page 11 photo in the April 23
edition of the Maine Campus indicated that the craft pictured
was a kayak. In reality, it was a
canoe.
In the April 26 edition of the
Campus, the figure skater pictured on page eight was identified
as Pam Fates. The skater was actually Betsy Day.

• cakes

• delivered

E

everted their record with two victories
against the Coast Guard Academy.
Sherri Denis, the ace of the pitching
staff and who is also coming off a sore
arm, pitched the Bears to a 5-4, eight
inning win in the first game. "She
(Sherri) was a definite plus for us,"
said Anderson.
Denis, who went on to beat Bowdoin
Monday 6-1, has a record of 2-0 and
possesses an impressive 1.40 ERA.
Seize came back from her opening
day loss against Sacred Heart to win
the second game of the Coast Guard
double-header 8-5.
The Bears headed back north to face
Stonehill College in Easton. Mass. on
Sunday, losing a tough game 7-4.
Szostak, who had lost to Sacred
Heart, saw her record drop to 0-2.
Maine evened their season record at
3-3 with a 6-1 victory over Bowdoin
College on Monday. Denis got the
victory.
Anderson said that she was pleased
with the first six games and added that
firstbaseman Andi Pelletier. catcher
Gina Ferazzi and co-captain shortstop
Ethel Macklin all did well in the
batter's box over the weekend.
Macklin is hitting .421 after six
games and Ferrazzi is hitting at a cool
.429 clip in three games.
Although the fielding was a little
rusty, Anderson says that she is very
pleased with freshman Jean Hamel
who is plain sets well at second ha,e.

The WOMCI1 will try to play a doubleheader against Husson today starting
at 1:00 p.m.
"We hope to get this in, but we've
only played one game on the new field
in two years," Anderson said.
Anderson ex
Is to do well against

The Bears, shown in action from this
weekends games, hope to play today.
(Ferazzi photo I

by Bret Lincoln
Staff Writer

The UMO men's lac
two games this pat
beating Bow doin C
varsity lacrosse team
College's varsity lacros
In what began as
UMO ended as a
between the Black Bea
Bears.
By scoring three fit
and shutting out the B
the men were conliden
second period. Patti
scored Maine's first
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up by one goal 7 to 6.
Going into the fina

the "less experienced" Husson team.
This should give us a chance to play.
our younger players in the second
game," she said.
Claire Seize will start the first game
while Nancy Szostak will pitch game
two

The Maine Campus
is looking for
energetic, enthusiastic
people to:
deliver papers
- write sports news
and feature stories
sell classified ads
-do production work
- do cartoons
(strip and editorial)
These are paid positions
available next semester.
If interested please contact
Kathy McLaughlin, in the basement
of Lord Hall. Phone 581.7531.
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Flaherty barrage leads
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by Bret Lincoln
Staff Writer
The UMO men's lacrosse club swept
two games this past weekend by
beating Bowdoin College's junior
varsity lacrosse team 9 to 8 and Unity
College's varsity lacrosse team 7 to 3.
In what began as a blow-out for
UMO ended as a flip-flop battle
between the Black Bears and the Polar
Bears.
By scoring three first period goals
and shutting out the Bowdoin offense
the men were confident going into the
second period. Patrick McCormick
scored Maine's first goal with Jeff
Pozzy and Drew Davison respectfully
following with two more goals.
With the score at three goals to
none the men came out in the second
quarter and gave up six goals to
Boudoin while attackman Joe Flaherty
and mid-fielder Pozzy each fired shots
for one goal a piece. This put Bowdoin
on top 6 to 5 at the half.
The second half brought a second
wind to the Maine Black Bears as a big
defensive thrust for the men shut-out
the Polar Bears. Opening goal scorer
Patrick McCormick came back firing
from the outside crease mid-field
position for two goals. Maine was now
up by one goal 7 to 6.
Going into the final period both

teams were evenly matched as Bowdoin
and Maine each shot for two goals. In
a frenzy of scoring Bowdoin scored
first then Maine's Joe Flaherty
returned the goal putting the score at
Maine 8, Bowdoin 7.
Then Joe Rosilino scored the game
winner at the 4 minute mark putting
Maine in front by two goals. Once
again the Polar Bears came back with
another goal but were too late and the
Black Bears won the game 9 to 8.
Player-coach for the UMO men's
lacrosse club Dave Wilson said he was
disturbed
with
their
first
halt
performance but commented that th,
second half “was one of our best
halves of lacrosse."
Strong second halves of play that thi.i
men have been playing was a pattern
not changed in the Unity College gam,
played last Sunday.
The men came out of the first halt
against Unity only ahead by one goal.
Joe Flaherty continued his seasona,
barrage of scoring by dancing past the
Unity defense for two goals. Then
John McCoy, a senior at the attack
spot, scored his first goal of the season
putting Maine on top 3 to 2.
Coming into the second half the IlleL
pulled together a defensive thrust
which only allowed one goal and an
offensive thrust which scored four
goals. Eight goal high scorer Flahert,

sson team
ince to play
the second

e first game
pitch game

tent

Track team ends season on high
note in Fitchburgh meet
The UMO womens track team
put in what head coach Jim
Ballinger called, "our best
performance of the season," in
the
unscored
Fitchburgh
invitational track meet this past
Saturday at Fitchburgh.
Ballinger said the 14 team
practice meet had over 300
competitors from schools like
Yale, Providence and others and
was very highly competitive.
Standouts for the Black Bears
were Barbara Lucas, third in the
shot-put with 37 feet and Sue
Elias, third in the 1,500 with a
time of 4.46.6.
The most
impressive performance of the
day was put in by the two mile
relay team of Perkins, Emerson,
Kain and Elias. They came in
second, posting
their
best
outdoor time of the year. "1 was
really pleased with the girls, it
was a good time," said head
coach Jim Ballinger.
"Overall, I was very pleased
with our team effort.
The
weather was great. Everybody
felt
really
good
and
did
exceptionalls
well,"
said
Ballinger.
The meet was the last one for
the team
before the New
Englands.
Athletes
who

Sims first
round pick
by Patriots

tic

The lacrosse dub is sporting a 3-1 mark this season with the strong play of Joe
naherlY• flukey photo)
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added one more to give him nine goals
Player-coach Wilson expected that
on the season.
Todd Richardson the men could go
undefeated after a
opened up and fired for his first goal
tough loss to a powerful Portland club
and Paul Melhorn scored two goals.
and
so
far
his
expectation
s have been
One of the two goals was scored
on a met. Wilson said the men need some
play directed by freshman Todd
organization but "we can always pull
Settlemire, a defenseman who assisted
together in a clutch situation."
Melhorn.
Wilson concluded by saying they've
This ended the game for Unity and got eleven freshmen
players and with
gave Maine it's third win of the season the "early success
like we've had we
putting their record at 3 wins and 1 should be
unbeatable in future
loss.
seasons."

FOXBORO, MASS. (AP)- Kenneth
Sims doesn't expect the National
Football League to be a piece of cake.
But the top choice in Tuesday's draft
has the confidence to say his biggest
weakness is "probably sweets."
Showing a sense of humor that
scouts might rate as highly as his speed
and strength, Sims also said his biggest
adjustment in joining the New England
Patriots might be "the move from
Texas to Boston, dealing with the snow
and not having Mexican food."
But if things work out like he hopes,
Sims will feast on opposing backs.
New England was next to last in the
NFL last year with 20 quarterback
sacks. As a defensive tackle at Texas
last year, Sims had 10 sacks, including
four in a 9-7 victory over Southern
Methodist, which was led by current
New England Coach Ron Meyer.
"I think we can do better than 20

qualified for the New England.
are Barbara Lucas in the shot.
Sue Elias in the 1,500 meters and
the two mile relay team. "All
three have a good shot at placing.
Barbara (Lucas) placed last year.
Sue Elias has been running well
and the two mile relay team has a
really good shot at it,— said
Ballinger. The New England+
will be this Saturday afternoon.
May first, at UMass.
sacks in a 16-game season. So I hope
to add to that aspect of the game and
help out on the run," Sims said
Tuesday.
The Patriots have penciled him in as
the starting left end. And Meyer said
defensive tackle Lester Williams of
Miami, Fla., chosen with the last pick
of the first round, should have a solid
shot at the starting nose tackle job.
"I'm going to go out and work hard
and if I'm good enough to start, I
expect to start." the 6-foot-5, 279pound Sims said.
He hoped the veteran defensive
linemen whose jobs are in jeopardy
"will put the team above themselves.
Everything comes to an end. If it's
that time of their life to get out of
football,
you
have
to
make
preparations for that, too.
I'm
worrying about Kenneth Sims."
The Patriots were 2-14 last season
and had the league's worst rushing
defense.
"I don't think the Patriot coaches
are expecting too much front me.
There's only so much a defensive end
can do. les not like a running back or
quarterback," Sims said.
As a youngster on the playgrounds
of little Kosse. Tex., Sims "fantasized
being former Dallas receiver Bob
Hayes or former Pittsburgh defensive
lineman Joe Greene."
He said he didn't consider a pro
career a probability until his junior
year at Texas, when he became a
starter.
Now, after a childhood that "wasn't
glamorous,"
the
two-time
AllAmerican is on the verge of a rich pro
contract.
Sims said he expects
negotiations to go smoothly and be
wrapped up "in the next couple of
weeks."
The glib giant recalled that he used
to work at manual labor under the hot
Texas sun and "the wages weren't so
sufficient.
"Now, I don': have to worry about
those things. I was hauling hay for a
nickel a bundle for putting it on a truck
and in the barn," he said.

:s LOW COST TYPING

Attention Students
Graduate Center, 114
Estabrooke Hall, 5(litt per
, double
spaced
page. ,
, Contact Tim Robbins at ,
• 7842 or 7671 (room 452).
•

The position of University
Librarian will become vacant
July I, 1982.
The university wide search
committee is seeking broad input
in the selection process for a new
Director of Libraries.

We are inviting students to attend a committee meeting April
28th 4-5 p.m. in the 1912 room,
Memorial Union, to share their
views.
Search Committee
Dean Webb,Chr.

•
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Senior Celebration'82
1.1

Come Join Our Celebrating Seniors!!
Friday, May 14, 1982

11-1

Dinner:

$9.50

Choice Steak or Lobster
( Seniors only and their guest)
per person includes dinner and concert.

With the Purchase of your dinner ticket you become eligible to win the Senior
Prize Package
Prizes include: Case of Soda - Discount Beverage
810.00 Gift Certificate - Pat's Pizza
Nike T-Shirt - Goldsmiths
Antique Glass Car - U.M.O. Bookstore
Flower arrangement - Always Flowers
Dinner for 2 - Benjamin's
Hanging Plant - M.A. Clark

Plus Much, Much More!!
Drawing May 7

Concert: 12 Noon to Dusk
Open to Public - Outdoors Behind Fieldhouse
Featuring
Soundtrae
Buffalo Chip Tea
Eight to the Bar
Rick Pinette

84.00

per person

* Dinner tickets must be purchased by May 7, inthe Union
Concert tickets on sale in the Union or at the gate.
Tickets on Sale in the I nion Ill This Reek and Next Meek(26-30. 3.7)
From 9 am to 3 pm.

own)
SettEriiiNG

Sponsored by 1982

Senior Council

Also pick up Senior Buttons, Announcements
and beginning on May 3rd
Senior CelebrationNEity
T-shirt for
$5.00

A Student Government Funded OrgantzatIon
Student Government Office
Memor.al Union UMO 04469
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